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1. Introduction
In the decade preceding the 2008 global ﬁnancial crisis (GFC), emerging market economies (EME)
accumulated large stocks of international reserves (Fig. 1). The unprecedented pace of reserve accumulation was, at least partly, a response to the lessons drawn from previous ﬁnancial crises, which
predominantly affected emerging markets. Most research on emerging market crises suggests that
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Fig. 1. World international reserves.

countries with an insufﬁcient level of reserves, measured against appropriately chosen benchmarks,
suffered more from crises in the 1990s.1 A natural question arising from this observation is to what
extent the accumulation of international reserves has protected countries from the negative shock of
the latest crisis: have countries with more reserves fared better, in terms of output growth performance, than countries with less reserves? Are there, in addition, other policy tools that can strengthen
or dampen the effects of reserves on growth performance?
To answer the above questions, this paper aims at identifying the relationship between pre-crisis
foreign reserve accumulation and economic growth during the GFC; the latter can be viewed as an
ultimate test for the usefulness of reserves as an insurance mechanism.
Against this background, the paper presents two sets of ﬁndings. First, we test the hypothesis that
international reserves fulﬁll the protective role they are often assigned to, by testing whether the
extent of the crisis (proxied here by two different measures of output collapse, which control for
idiosyncratic factors) are related to the level of reserves before the crisis. More speciﬁcally, given the
debate on what constitutes the most appropriate metrics for international reserves, we construct a set
of reserve ratios, expressing reserves as a percentage of GDP, imports, M2 and short-term debt. The
results indicate that when reserves are measured as a percentage of short-term debt, there is a statistically signiﬁcant relationship with the dependent variable, but not for the other reserve adequacy
ratios. This result is robust to using alternative deﬁnitions of the crisis variable, different sub-samples
(EME only or combined with least developed countries (LDC)) or introducing additional control variables. In this set of regressions we also use an instrumental variable approach to account for a potential
endogeneity bias. We develop two main instruments for our reserve ratio, focusing on reserve accumulation in neighboring countries as an alternative accumulation motive.
Second, we focus on the interaction between international reserves and capital account openness
by introducing an interaction term involving these two variables. We ﬁnd that the coefﬁcient of the
interacted term is sometimes signiﬁcantly different from zero. The magnitude of the marginal effects of
reserves depends on the degree of capital controls; that is, a less open capital account reinforces the
positive marginal effect of reserves that we ﬁnd in the ﬁrst set of regressions.2 This suggests that
foreign reserves and capital controls are complementary, reinforcing each other.

1
For a detailed review of this literature, see Flood and Marion (1999), Berg and Pattillo (1999), Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999),
re and Mulder (1999), Gourinchas and Obstfeld (2012), Catao and Milesi-Ferretti (2014) and Obstfeld (2014).
Bussie
2
The relationship between capital controls and foreign reserve accumulation is complex. Several parallel stories can be
advanced regarding why the stock of reserves is larger in an economy with capital controls (for keeping the domestic currency
undervalued, or for social welfare concerns). We provide an analysis of the subject in Section 3.3. In any case, the multiple motives
for reserve accumulation do not preclude testing the usefulness of reserve holdings during the crisis, alone or with capital controls.
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Fig. 2. International reserves vs. capital controls.

We choose to focus only on non-advanced countries (NAC) in this paper, as they have very different
reserve and capital account policies compared to advanced countries. As Fig. 23 illustrates, developing
and emerging market economies have accumulated more international reserves and have kept their
capital account more closed. Advanced countries, by contrast, chose to open their capital account with
a clear jump towards greater ﬁnancial openness around 1992-1993, but typically do not hold large
amounts of reserves.
Our paper follows three strands of literature: the motives of foreign reserve accumulation, the
impact of foreign reserve accumulation on real economic growth during crisis times and the behavior
of reserve holding during the GFC. Foreign reserve accumulation in this paper is, in fact, closely
associated with the theoretical papers underpinning the precautionary motive, which suggests that a
sufﬁcient stock of reserves is useful to purchase foreign imports and to repay external debt coming due
re (2011) in particular suggests that an
when no external borrowing is possible.4 Jeanne and Rancie
average country needs to hold a stock of reserves equivalent to 9.1% of its GDP to offset the negative
impact of the ﬁnancial account reversal on domestic economy. Our paper aims at provide some
empirical evidence to this literature.
In terms of empirical evidence, Rose and Spiegel (2009, 2010), Blanchard et al. (2010), Llaudes
et al. (2010) and Frankel and Saravelos (2012) are among the ﬁrst papers looking at the impact of
the GFC on emerging market economies by regressing a set of crisis impact variables (e.g. output
losses, consumption growth changes, exchange market pressure index, etc.) on a battery of pre-crisis
policy variables, including foreign reserves. Blanchard et al. (2010) and Rose and Spiegel (2009) ﬁnd
that the pre-crisis level of foreign reserves does not play a central role in protecting countries from
the global ﬁnancial crisis. In contrast, Frankel and Saravelos (2012) ﬁnd that the foreign reserve level
(scaled by GDP, external debt and imports) in 2007, along with exchange rate movements, is a
signiﬁcant leading indicator of the cross-country incidence of the crisis: the higher the foreign
reserve ratios, the less likely an economy would be hit by the global ﬁnancial crisis. In the same vein,
Llaudes et al. (2010) ﬁnd a positive and statistically signiﬁcant role of reserves scaled by short-term
debt on output growth during the crisis. They further argue that this relationship is non-linear;
namely, reserves had a more signiﬁcant impact on output in countries with low levels of reserves

3
In Fig. 2, the y-axis represents the average reserves to GDP ratio and the x-axis represents the average ﬁnancial openness in
a given country group.
4
re (2011), Benigno and Fornaro (2012) and Bianchi et al. (2012).
See Jeanne and Rancie
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but much less in countries with high levels of reserves. Our paper incorporates several novel aspects.
The above cited papers are all broad studies examining many different aspects of the crisis impact
using a number of different policy variables. In contrast, our paper focuses on the relationship between pre-crisis reserve accumulation and real economic growth during the crisis. One key
important contribution of our paper is to assess the impact of reserves alongside capital controls. We
provide intuition and empirical evidence on the complementarity between reserves and capital
controls in terms of managing the impact of the global ﬁnancial crisis. Moreover, we go beyond a
mere documentation of the correlation between reserves and growth by using instrumental variables. In addition, the results from these early papers lead to diverging conclusions as different
authors used different reserve metrics and different country samples. The samples used are much
smaller than in our study. For instance, Blanchard et al. (2010) run a regression using 29 countries
and Llaudes et al. (2010) have a mixed sample of emerging economies and developing countries with
40 observations. For our paper, we construct a large dataset of more than 100 emerging and
developing countries and we follow a rigorous econometric procedure to establish the relationship
between reserves and economic growth.
Finally, our study is also related to several papers that examine the use of reserves during the
GFC. Aizenman and Sun (2009), Aizenman and Hutchison (2012), Dominguez (2012) and
Dominguez et al. (2012) have all addressed the following question: if international reserves are held
to cope with potential external shocks, were they used during the GFC? While Aizenman and
Hutchison (2012) highlight the ‘fear of losing reserves’, Dominguez (2012) and Dominguez et al.
(2012) ﬁnd that countries whose pre-crisis reserves exceeded optimal levels predicted by standard models of reserve accumulation were the most likely to use their reserves during the crisis.
Compared to this strand of literature on the use of reserves, we defend the thesis that the pre-crisis
level of reserves still matters. For us, international reserves should be viewed as being akin to
‘nuclear weapon’ having a deterrent effect, rather than to true ‘gunpowder’, to be used in intervention. In other words, having a large stock of reserves prior to any external shocks will deter
speculators from attacking. This is of course consistent with the literature of the second generation
crisis model (e.g. Obstfeld, 1986) that demonstrates that the occurrence of a speculative attack on a
country's currency is conditional on this country's foreign reserve holdings. A sufﬁcient level of
reserves will hence obviate the need for a country to intervene massively as the risk of crises is
minimized.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and the methodology
used. Section 3 presents our main econometric analysis of the role of international reserves on economic growth during the GFC. Section 4 concludes.
2. Data and speciﬁcation
2.1. Data and key variables
Our primary data source for annual international reserves is the database International Financial
Statistics (IFS) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The macroeconomic data are also retrieved
from the IFS and complemented with the World Development Indicators (WDI) issued by the World
Bank (WB). For selected countries that are absent from the IMF and WB databases (e.g. Taiwan), national sources are used.
To preserve the homogeneity of our sample in terms of reserve accumulation and capital account
policy, we decided to focus only on non-advanced countries. Our database includes 161 countries,
divided into two sub-samples: 32 EMEs and 129 LDCs. EMEs are deﬁned according to a combined
criteria of the IMF and the economic magazine the Economist. For 49 countries, we did not have enough
observations for the key independent variables including control variables; therefore, 112 countries are
effectively used in our main regressions. The details about our country coverage can be found in Online
Appendix C.
2.1.1. International reserves
Several important features of the reserve data we use in this paper need to be highlighted.
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2.1.1.1. Which assets are included in reserves?. International reserves can be deﬁned as the immediately
available external assets denominated in foreign currencies that a country's government or monetary
authority effectively holds. According to the IFS, total international reserves comprise foreign exchange
reserves,5 reserve position in the Fund, the U.S. dollar value of SDR holdings and gold holdings.6 Except
gold holdings, all the other assets are included in the reserve data we use in the scope of this paper. The
reason to exclude gold holdings is that the gold share is very small in non-advanced countries and gold
holdings are less liquid than other reserve assets. As foreign reserves constitute the major component
of international reserves (reserve position in the Fund and SDR holdings are also very small), we will
interchangeably use the terms international reserves and foreign reserves in this paper.
Similarly, external assets held by sovereign wealth funds are not included in our reserve data.
Foreign assets held by a sovereign wealth fund and that under control of a central bank are indeed
managed under very different principles. While higher returns and strategic value are the objective of
reserve management in a sovereign wealth fund, the liquidity and security of foreign assets are the
guidelines for reserve management in a central bank. As we focus on the insurance role of foreign
reserves, we only consider those foreign assets managed under the liquidity and security motives.
Moreover, the IMF credit facilities (e.g. Precautionary and liquidity line, Flexible credit line, Stand-by
facility, etc.) and bilateral swap lines between countries are not included in foreign reserves deﬁned by
the IFS and used in this paper.7 There are fundamental differences between the self-owned stock of
foreign reserves and ad hoc contingent facility instruments which are short-term in nature. A few
papers examine the substitutability between swap lines and foreign reserves (See Aizenman et al.,
2011, Obstfeld et al., 2009). Although the role of these alternative forms of ﬁnancing is out of the
scope of this paper, we do control the existence of IMF credit lines and swap lines with US Federal
Reserves as additional robustness checks to our baseline results.
2.1.1.2. How to incorporate reserve data into our analysis?. In this paper, we will use reserve adequacy
ratios (in log8) instead of the absolute level of reserves. The reasons are two-fold. First, a reserve adequacy ratio facilitates cross-country comparison; the heterogeneity in the stock of reserves is
tremendous, for example between China, which holds more than a third of the world foreign reserves,
and small African countries. Second, the absolute level of reserves does not provide useful information
about the robustness and resilience of a country facing shocks; at most it shows the country has
enough ﬁnancial resources to purchase reserve assets. On the contrary, reserve adequacy ratios do
provide information about how reserves can be deployed to cope with some underlying target variables. Based on an extensive literature, we use the following four indicators:





GDP-based indicator (rsv_gdp): log(Reserves/GDP  100)
Trade-based indicator (rsv_imports): log(Reserves/Imports  12)
Debt-based indicator (rsv_std): log(Reserves/Shortterm debt  100)
Money-based indicator (rsv_m2): log(Reserves/M2100)

The GDP-based indicator is a way to control for country size, no further information can be inferred
from it. The trade-based indicator is a traditional metric of the reserve adequacy. It reﬂects the capacity

5
This includes ‘ofﬁcial claims on nonresidents in the form of foreign banknotes, bank deposits, treasury bills, short- and
long-term government securities and other claims usable in the event of balance of payments need’ (IFS Yearbook 2012).
6
Gold holdings are expressed in millions of ﬁne troy ounces and valued in U.S. dollar by each country.
7
However, we used a dummy variable for the Fed swap lines. This only concerns Korea and Mexico in our non-advanced
country sample. The introduction of this dummy does not change our results. Details are available upon request.
8
We use the log ratio in our regressions for several reasons. First, it is commonly used in the existing literature regarding the
role of foreign reserves during crises in emerging market economies. Second, the evolution of international reserves, especially
in non-advanced countries, is non-linear, displaying an exponential pattern. Third, based on our analysis, the effect of ex ante
holding of reserves on economic growth is non-linear; it exhibits positive and concave patterns, meaning that the marginal
contribution of the reserve adequacy ratio on growth is diminishing. The effect is more pronounced for countries with low
values of reserves to short-term debt ratio. Llaudes et al. (2010) provide a more detailed account on the non-linearity of this
effect.
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Table 1
Capital controls: Descriptive Statistics (2007).
Non-advanced countries

Mean
Median
s.d.
min
max
obs

Advanced countries

EME

LDC

Total

0.69
0.12
1.53
2.50
1.14
31

0.04
1.14
1.58
2.50
1.86
117

0.18
0.29
1.59
2.50
1.86
148

2.20
2.50
0.61
2.50
0.12
30

of a country to purchase foreign goods (for production or ﬁnal consumption) even in case of limited or
no access to external ﬁnancing. The common wisdom requires that foreign reserves cover at least three
months of imports. The debt-based indicator has developed with the ﬁnancial integration of emerging
market economies and less developed countries. When a country's economic growth is ﬁnanced by
external debt, it is important for that country to insure the service of its debt, at least that coming due
in short-term. Sufﬁcient foreign reserves need to cover the repayment of all foreign-currency
denominated short-term debt. The money-based indicator has gained popularity with Obstfeld et al.
(2010) who emphasize the role of foreign reserves on stabilizing domestic ﬁnancial markets. A
country needs to hold enough foreign reserves to offset capital ﬂight triggered by a weak conﬁdence in
that economy on ﬁnancial markets. The amount of immediately available domestic assets which can be
drained out during an episode of capital ﬂight is proxied by the monetary aggregate M2. This amount of
assets needs to be covered by foreign reserves.
2.1.2. Capital controls
An important control variable for our analysis regards the controls on capital ﬂows. There are a
number of measures of capital controls in the literature, either de jure or de facto.9 Our measure of
capital controls is based on the de jure measure of capital openness constructed by Chinn and Ito
(2006). This is not only a widely used index of the ﬁnancial openness, it also well captures regulatory restrictions on capital account transactions, which is essential as we focus on policy variables.
For ease of interpretation, we invert the Chinn-Ito index such that the higher our capital control
index, the more stringent the constraints on both capital inﬂows and outﬂows. Table 1 summarizes the
basic statistic descriptions of our measure.
2.2. Speciﬁcation
The analysis of this paper is based on cross-section econometrics; this allows us to make crosscountry comparisons and to homogenize the shock of the recent crisis. Our benchmark speciﬁcation
is described below:

yi;09 ¼ b0 þ b1 rsvi;07 þ bX i;07 þ εi;09

(1)

rsvi,07 stands for one of the four reserve adequacy ratios mentioned above. Xi,07 is a vector of additional
control variables. Note that all the independent variables (except for dummies) are lagged two periods10. Taking lagged independent variables allows us to have a snapshot of the situation of the
country before the start of the crisis, and to use this picture to explain its performance during the crisis.
Using later values for reserves and other controls would be problematic, since countries may already
have changed their reserve holdings by the end of 2008 due to the start of the crisis. Yet, this does not
solve endogeneity issues, which we will tackle in Section 3.4.

9
For de jure measures see Chinn and Ito (2006), Kose et al. (2009), etc.; for de facto measures see Lane and Milesi-Ferretti
(2007).
10
As a robustness test, we have also used independent variables lagged three periods. The results remain very similar to that
presented in the paper. Details can be provided upon request.
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To assess the role of foreign reserves in mitigating the crisis impact on real economic growth in
2009, we need to construct appropriate measures of the GFC impact, namely our independent variable
yi,09. Based on the above-cited literature on this issue, we use two measures that aim at capturing the
gap between the actual real economic growth rate and a counterfactual growth rate should the crisis
have not occurred.
The ﬁrst method calculates the difference between the realized real economic growth rate and a
linear prediction from a historical mean. We call this dependent variable ‘purged real GDP growth’, and
denote it rgdp_residual in our equations and tables. It is obtained as follows:

d i;09
rgdp residuali;09 ¼ Dryi;09  Dry

where

(2)

d i;09 ¼ a
b0 þ a
b 1 Dryi;0308
Dry

b 0 and a
b 1 are estimated using a preliminary regression:
The coefﬁcients a

Dryi;09 ¼ a0 þ a1 Dryi;0308 þ εi;09

(3)

This preliminary regression assumes constant coefﬁcients across countries, namely the contribution
of the historical trend to real economic growth rate at a given time t being identical for all countries in
our sample.
Our alternative dependent variable follows Blanchard et al. (2010) and Berkmen et al. (2012) and
captures the change between the actual real GDP growth in 2009 and the IMF World Economic Outlook
(WEO) forecast in the ﬁrst quarter of 2008 (before the Lehman collapse in September of the same year).
This variable measures the real output losses due to the unexpected magnitude of the ﬁnancial crisis.
We call it ‘unexpected real GDP growth’ and denote it rgdp_fe. One caveat about this variable is that
there might be estimation errors associated with the forecast model that the IMF adopts. We assume
that these errors are not time-varying and consistent over time.
We have also tried another potential dependent variable: the difference between actual real GDP
growth and a historical mean, over 2003e2008. We ﬁnd consistent results using this different
dependent variable.11
In Appendix A, a list of the main variables used in our econometric analysis is available. In addition,
Fig. 5a and b illustrate the ranking of a few big emerging market economies (belonging to the G20) in
terms of our two dependent variables rgdp_residual or rgdp_fe.
3. The role of pre-crisis reserves during the GFC
3.1. Reserve adequacy ratios: which one works better?
Based on the 2008e2009 global ﬁnancial crisis, we ﬁrst try to examine whether ex ante foreign
reserve accumulation has played any role in preventing output losses during the crisis. We pay a
particular attention to the distinct explanatory power of each of the above-mentioned four reserve
metrics.
We ﬁnd that the reserves to short-term debt ratio is the most useful indicator to explain the real
output growth during the crisis. The stock of foreign reserves scaled by the level of short-term debt two
years prior to the crisis is positively and signiﬁcantly correlated with the real GDP growth deviation
from the trend. We illustrate this result using the full sample and the ‘purged real GDP growth’ as
dependent variable in Table 2 (the different numbers of observations are due to the data availability of
the scaling variables).

11

The results using this third variable as dependent variable are available upon request due to the limited length of the paper.
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Table 2
Results with different reserve adequacy ratios.

L2.log rsv/gdp

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

rgdp_residual

rgdp_residual

rgdp_residual

rgdp_residual

0.359
(0.607)

L2.log rsv/imports

0.704
(0.627)
0.0378
(0.564)

L2.log rsv/m2
L2.log rsv/std
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

1.522
(1.814)
143
0.002
0.005

0.590
(1.058)
134
0.009
0.002

0.491
(2.097)
138
0.000
0.007

0.624**
(0.257)
3.165**
(1.588)
138
0.042
0.035

Standard errors in parentheses.
Homoscedasticity not rejected according to the White test.
*
p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

This simple bivariate result suggests that the underlying macroeconomic target of foreign reserve
accumulation could be short-term debt, which is a destabilizing factor for economic growth in times of
crisis (e.g. non-payment of foreign debt, or default, may lead to more stringent borrowing conditions).
The central bank needs to have sufﬁcient foreign-currency assets to pay the country's foreign creditors
in an immediate future to sustain production. This results is in line with a large literature on short-term
debt and crisis vulnerability, such as Reinhart and Rogoff (2011), Dobrescu et al. (2011) and Berkmen
et al. (2012).
This result is robust even if we switch the dependent variable to the ‘unexpected real GDP growth’
(Table 10 in Online Appendix D). The coefﬁcient associated with the reserves to short-term debt ratio is
signiﬁcant. We have also checked the robustness of this result by removing outliers12 and small
countries13 from the sample. As can be seen in Tables 11 and 12 in Online Appendix D, the main
conclusions remain unchanged. Given that China has a very speciﬁc behavior in terms of reserve
accumulation, we also removed this country from the sample, and obtained largely unchanged results.
There is, however, a natural question that arises at this point: although the coefﬁcient of the reserves to short-term debt ratio is signiﬁcant, does the statistical signiﬁcance come from the numerator
or the denominator of this ratio? Although legitimate, this is a complex question, which is tackled in
Online Appendix E. Evidence is mixed, but these additional results seem to indicate that short-term
debt plays an important role, and therefore the signiﬁcance of our results is not only due to reserves.
3.2. Adding control variables
In order to better understand the inﬂuence of reserve holdings on output growth, we add control
variables and estimate the full speciﬁcation of our regression equation (1). The vector of control variables Xi,07 includes capital controls, trade openness, an exchange rate regime dummy14 and an oil
exporter dummy.15

12
The outliers removed are countries whose reserve adequacy ratio or dependent variable fall below the 1st percentile or
above the 99th percentile. They correspond to Armenia, Bahamas, Botswana, Latvia, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya.
13
We use the World Bank classiﬁcation to deﬁne small countries.
14
Our exchange rate regime dummy is constructed based on the classiﬁcation by Reinhart and Rogoff (2004). It takes the
value 1 when a country has a ‘crawling peg’ or more controlled exchange rate regime; it takes the value 0 when a country has a
‘managed ﬂoating’ or ‘free ﬂoating’ regime.
15
The countries classiﬁed as oil exporters/producers are the following: Algeria, Angola, Bahrain, Cameroon, Chad, Congo,
Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Iran, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Libya, Mexico, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Sudan, Timor-Leste, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkmenistan, United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan, Venezuela, Yemen.
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Table 3
Full speciﬁcation.

L2.log rsv/std
L2.capital controls
L2.exchange regime index
L2.trade openness
Oil dummy
Financial center
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

(1)

(2)

rgdp_fe

rgdp_residual

0.615**
(0.291)
0.498*
(0.282)
1.282
(1.335)
0.0194*
(0.0117)
2.612**
(1.292)
5.374
(4.941)
5.527**
(2.358)
112
0.154
0.106

0.729**
(0.317)
0.689**
(0.307)
0.652
(1.457)
0.0184
(0.0128)
1.561
(1.410)
5.284
(5.395)
1.400
(2.575)
112
0.155
0.107

Standard errors in parentheses.
Homoscedasticity not rejected according to the White test.
*
p<0.10, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

After controlling for further speciﬁc characteristics of different countries, we still ﬁnd that the
accumulation of foreign reserves prior to the crisis positively and signiﬁcantly contributes to the real
GDP growth during the crisis. The signiﬁcance and magnitude of the coefﬁcient associated with the
reserve adequacy ratio remain similar when adding controls, for both our dependent variables (columns (1) and (2) in Table 3).
We further test the robustness of our results by estimating the same regressions using trimmed
samples. Online Appendix F provides the results obtained after outliers16 or/and small countries are
ruled out. The coefﬁcients have the same signs as in Table 3 but have larger magnitude and stronger
signiﬁcance. One additional control variable, trade openness, becomes signiﬁcant and has a negative
sign as expected when rgdp_residual is used as dependent variable. The goodness of ﬁt, in terms of R2
and adjusted R2, also becomes larger. Hence, our results can be regarded as robust and do not depend
on outliers and small countries. For robustness, we also tested our results with additional control
variables (i.e. net foreign assets and current account balance); the results are qualitatively similar. More
restrictively trimmed samples have also been used throughout the paper17; the estimates of interest
(reserves to short-term debt ratio and capital controls) become even larger and more signiﬁcant. These
results are available upon request.
3.3. Controlling for the interaction between reserves and capital controls
The introduction of an interacted term between foreign reserves and capital controls as a further
control variable can help us check the robustness of our results, and shed light on the complementarity
between foreign reserves and capital controls. We show how the role of foreign reserves on economic
growth may depend on other relevant policies, in particular capital account management, and then
present the speciﬁcation we adopt to estimate the interacted term.

16
Deﬁned in the same line as in footnote 12, namely all observations which fall below the 1st percentile or above the 99th
percentile of any continuous variables (i.e. dependent variable, reserve ratio and trade openness). This criterion will apply in the
subsequent sections when outliers are eliminated. As a result we further drop Brazil, Hong Kong, Rwanda and Singapore from
the sample (no ﬁnancial centers in this case).
17
In these regressions, we have removed the top and bottom 5% observations of any continuous variables, or countries whose
reserves to short-term debt ratio exceeds 1000 (75th percentile) in 2007.
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3.3.1. Intuition
Our empirical results suggest that foreign reserves and capital controls are complements with regard to their impact on economic growth during the GFC. We provide here some intuitions that support
this particular relationship. In fact, foreign reserves can be seen as ammunitions of liquidity that can be
deployed when a country is cut off from external ﬁnancial markets and a closed capital account can be
interpreted as a protected playing ﬁeld for the impact of reserves to be effective. Indeed, capital
controls insure that public capital outﬂows (foreign reserve purchasing) are not completely offset by
private capital inﬂows (accumulation of private foreign liabilities). As a matter of fact, foreign reserves
can be used to provide an aggregate insurance to the economy, but the moral hazard associated with
foreign reserve accumulation might incite the private sector, ﬁrms and banks, to take extra risks given
that the government will provide foreign currency liquidity when it is necessary. Therefore, the insurance provided by foreign reserves can be offset by private capital inﬂows should the capital account
be completely open. There are a few recent theoretical works which support our intuition and
empirical ﬁnding. For example, Benigno and Fornaro (2012), Bacchetta et al. (2013) and Cheng (2014)
all argue that the imperfect substitutability between public and private capital ﬂows is crucial for
foreign reserves to play a role. According to this strand of literature, foreign reserve accumulation and a
closed capital account are complements rather than substitutes. In fact, foreign reserves allow the
central bank to ﬁnance domestic bond issuance while capital controls enable it to control domestic
interest rates to accommodate savers or borrowers depending on the tightness of the domestic
ﬁnancial frictions.
3.3.2. Speciﬁcation
There are several ways to introduce an interactive term. To facilitate interpretation, we use a
demeaned interacted term: ðrsv stdi  rsv stdi Þ  ðcci  cci Þ as stated in Equation (4).


 

yi;09 ¼ b0 þ b1 rsv stdi;07 þ b2 cci;07 þ b3 rsv stdi;07  rsv std07  cci;07  cc07 þbxi;07 þ εi;09
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
interaction

(4)
The marginal effect of foreign reserves is calculated as follows:



vyi;09
¼ b1 þ b3  cci;07  cc07
vrsv stdi;07

(5)

Using this setting, the coefﬁcient before rsv_stdi (respectively cci) refers to the marginal effect of that
variable when cci (respectively rsv_stdi) is valued at its mean. Note that xi,07 refers to the set of control
variables we used in Section 3.2 except capital controls.
To fully validate the introduction of an interacted term, we need to make sure that a statistically
signiﬁcant coefﬁcient before the interacted term does not come from a bivariate relationship between
the two variables incorporated in the interacted term, namely rsv_stdi and cci in this paper.18
3.3.3. Results
In the following exercise, we try to identify the contribution of foreign reserves to support economic
growth during the crisis time, conditional on the degree of capital account openness.
In Table 4, columns (1) and (2), we see that foreign reserves and capital controls both contribute to
reduce a country's real GDP losses during the recent ﬁnancial crisis (they both have a positive and
signiﬁcant coefﬁcient). The coefﬁcient associated with the interacted term is also signiﬁcant and
positive, reinforcing the marginal effects of the reserve adequacy ratio and of capital controls. One can

18
To avoid spurious regressions, we have controlled for the quadratic forms of rsv_stdi and cci respectively. We have also
orthogonalized these two key variables using the Frisch-Waugh theorem before constructing the interacted term. The details of
these results are available upon request.
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Table 4
Foreign reserve accumulation and capital controls.

L2.log rsv/std
L2.capital controls
L2.log rsv/std  capital controls
L2.exchange regime index
L2.trade openness
Oil dummy
Financial center
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
testccF
testccP
testresF
testresP

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

rgdp_fe

rgdp_residual

rgdp_fe

rgdp_residual

0.506*
(0.291)
0.586**
(0.281)
0.345**
(0.170)
1.344
(1.316)
0.0191*
(0.0115)
2.642**
(1.273)
4.718
(4.881)
4.981**
(2.340)
112
0.186
0.131
3.656
0.0292
4.350
0.0153

0.623*
(0.319)
0.774**
(0.308)
0.333*
(0.187)
0.711
(1.443)
0.0181
(0.0126)
1.590
(1.396)
4.649
(5.352)
0.872
(2.566)
112
0.180
0.125
4.155
0.0184
4.287
0.0163

0.911***
(0.305)
0.0713
(0.274)
0.0965
(0.199)
0.934
(1.234)
0.0233**
(0.0105)
3.124***
(1.137)

0.866***
(0.329)
0.281
(0.292)
0.170
(0.216)
0.260
(1.316)
0.0283**
(0.0113)
1.962
(1.214)

6.921***
(2.305)
104
0.215
0.166
0.127
0.881
5.359
0.00620

1.477
(2.477)
102
0.206
0.156
0.615
0.543
4.685
0.0115

Standard errors in parentheses.
Homoscedasticity not rejected according to the White test.
*
p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

look at the joint F-test (test scores reported at the bottom of Table 4) between reserves and the
interaction term in order to infer the signiﬁcance of the impact of foreign reserves on growth. These
estimates are indeed jointly highly signiﬁcant (at the 98% signiﬁcance level).
Taking into account the interactive term, we can calculate the marginal effects of foreign reserves on
economic growth as a function of capital controls using the estimates reported in Table 4 column (2):



vyi;09
¼ 0:623 þ 0:333  cci;07  cc07
vrsv stdi;07

(6)

The marginal effect of reserves on rgdp_residual is equal to 0.623 for a country that has an average
level of capital controls. The more stringent a country's capital account (higher value of cc), the more
pronounced the marginal effect of the ex ante foreign reserve adequacy ratio on economic growth
during the GFC. Fig. 3a gives an illustrative overview of the evolution of the marginal effects of reserves
as a function of the tightness of capital controls. The marginal effects of reserves is increasing and
becomes positive slightly before capital controls reach their 3rd decile (cc > 1.18); it becomes
signiﬁcantly different from zero when capital controls are beyond their 5th decile (cc > 1.12).
Moreover, Fig. 3b shows how the predicted real detrended economic growth improves with a higher
reserves to short-term debt ratio when all other variables (including capital controls) are valued at
their mean value.
Here again, we check for robustness by dropping outliers.19 Whereas the previous results (without
the interaction term between reserves and capital controls) were fairly robust to this change of sample,

19
Results are similar when excluding both small countries and outliers. They are presented in Online Appendix G Table 17.
Results using more restrictively trimmed samples are available upon request.
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Fig. 3. Marginal effects and predictions.

here both the coefﬁcients of capital controls and of the interaction term lose signiﬁcance when we
control for outliers, as one can see in columns (3) and (4) of Table 4.20 However, the coefﬁcient
associated with the reserves to short-term debt ratio is highly signiﬁcant and increases in magnitude.
From this, we can conclude that the impact of the reserve adequacy ratio itself is still fairly robust, even
after we drop outliers from our sample. Finally, as regards the magnitude of the coefﬁcient associated
with the reserve adequacy ratio, it seems that the estimate we obtained in our benchmark regression
(Table 3) is rather a minimal value, since the associated coefﬁcient tends to increase when excluding
outliers.
3.4. Accounting for endogeneity
As mentioned above, using foreign reserves as an explanatory variable to explain real economic
growth can cause endogeneity issues. Foreign reserves might be held by a central bank as in anticipation of a future negative shock to the national economy; foreign reserves and higher GDP growth
might also both be by-products of a mercantilist exchange rate policy. So far, we have been using
lagged metrics of foreign reserves as our main explanatory variable without controlling for endogeneity; this is also the method adopted by most existing empirical papers on foreign reserves. This
may induce a bias in our coefﬁcient estimates, the direction of which is however ambiguous. On the
one hand, if we consider that fragile countries accumulate more reserves for precautionary reasons,
and are more likely to be affected in a crisis (because of the idiosyncratic fragility), we can argue that
the OLS coefﬁcient associated to reserves may be biased downwards. On the other hand, reserve
accumulation can be a buy-product of an undervalued domestic currency, which stimulates economic
growth through strong exports. This mechanism implies an upward bias of our OLS coefﬁcient. It is
therefore difﬁcult to predict the direction of the bias altogether. We go one step further to account for
endogeneity and reverse causality by choosing appropriate instrumental variables for foreign reserve
metrics.
3.4.1. Construction of instrumental variables
Finding an instrumental variable for reserves is not an easy task. An appropriate instrumental
variable needs to fulﬁll two conditions: ﬁrst, it needs to be correlated with the instrumented variable;
second, it must be uncorrelated with the error term in the original OLS regression (Equation (1)). After
carefully examining various candidates, we conclude that the regional peer pressure is the best suited
instrumental variable with respect to our analysis.

20
Note that by dropping outliers (top and bottom 1% of observations of each continuous variable), we drop all ﬁnancial
centers from our sample, which explains the absence of the ﬁnancial center dummy in columns (3) and (4) of Table 4.
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Regional peer pressure for reserve accumulation captures the idea of ‘keeping up with the Joneses’,
namely a country might be motivated to hold foreign reserves as its neighbors do so. In many empirical
papers,21 this idea of regional peer pressure is introduced to study the demand function of foreign
reserves. Therefore, it should be highly correlated with foreign reserve accumulation per se. Furthermore, these instrumental variables allow us to focus on reserves accumulated for ‘neighborhood’
motives, and disregard those related to precautionary or mercantilist motives, which are related to the
economic performance of a country and therefore endogenous.
As for our instrumental variables, we propose two proxies to measure the regional peer pressure:
 IDW06i: An inverse distance weighted mean for country i measures the average of the reserves to
GDP ratio of all other countries in the world (j s i) weighted by the inverse distance between
country i and country j (so that country i's neighbors matter more than remoter countries). We
assume that country i can only observe the decision made by other countries in terms of reserve
accumulation in the previous year. As a result, we use the inverse distance weighted mean in 2006
as the instrument for the reserves to short-term debt ratio in 2007. This instrument has the
advantage of being more broadly deﬁned and comprising much more information than regional
dummies. The construction of IDW06i is detailed below and the data on geographical distance is
retrieved from Mayer and Zignago (2011). Note that country i's own reserve ratio is not included in
its distance weighted mean.

IDW06i ¼

X

j Reservesj

wi

jsi

GDPj


2
distij
j
wi ¼ P 

2
distik

(7)

(8)

ksi

 Jonesesi: The Joneses index deﬁned by Cheung and Sengupta (2011) is calculated by the sum of the
reserves to GDP ratio of country i's neighboring countries j s i in a given geographical region.22
Here again, country i's own reserve ratio is excluded from this sum.

Jonesesi ¼

X Reservesj
jsi

GDPj

(9)

Given the regional patterns we observe in terms of reserves accumulation (Asian countries for
instance accumulate much more reserves than others), we expect a positive correlation between our
instrumental variable and our reserve adequacy ratio. Moreover, we need to insure that our instrumental variables are orthogonal to the error term in our original OLS regression. Remember that our
dependent variable in Equation (1) measures a country's economic performance during the global
ﬁnancial crisis compared to non-crisis times, namely a ‘detrended’ real GDP growth rate. This is thus a
measure of short-term economic growth, mainly affected by circumstantial factors (i.e. temporary
external shocks). The importance of reserve holdings of a country i's neighbors in 2006 should not be
directly related to the impact of the 2009 ﬁnancial crisis on economic growth in country i. Hence, the
reserve accumulation behavior of neighbor countries before the crisis has no clear relationship with

21

See Bastourre et al. (2009), Cheung and Sengupta (2011), etc.
We deﬁne 8 regions: East Asia & Paciﬁc, South Asia, Eastern Europe & Central Asia, Latin America & Caribbean, Middle East
& North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, European Union (27) and North America. Advanced countries being dropped out, the latter
two regions, European Union (27) and North America do not have observations.
22
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Table 5
2SLS: Second stage.

L2.log rsv/std
L2.capital controls
L2.exchange regime index
L2.trade openness
Oil dummy
Financial center
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2
Hausman pvalue

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

OLS

Distance weighted index

Joneses

Both

0.729**
(0.317)
0.689**
(0.307)
0.652
(1.457)
0.0184
(0.0128)
1.561
(1.410)
5.284
(5.395)
1.400
(2.575)
112
0.155
0.107
.

2.088
(1.888)
0.506
(0.408)
1.330
(1.789)
0.00567
(0.0220)
2.131
(1.673)
1.700
(7.488)
9.972
(12.03)
112
0.007
0.049
0.442

0.944
(1.485)
0.660*
(0.356)
0.759
(1.589)
0.0164
(0.0184)
1.651
(1.498)
4.718
(6.488)
2.754
(9.502)
112
0.151
0.103
0.886

1.413
(1.213)
0.597*
(0.343)
0.993
(1.556)
0.0120
(0.0167)
1.848
(1.479)
3.479
(6.169)
5.716
(7.821)
112
0.117
0.067
0.563

Standard errors in parentheses.
p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

*

residuals of our OLS regression (which correspond to the crisis impact that is not explained by reserves,
capital controls, trade openness, exchange rate regime, and ﬁnancial centers).23
We provide the results of the ﬁrst-stage regressions using our candidate instrumental variables, in
Table 8 in Appendix B. Column (1) shows the results using the distance-weighted index, column (2)
uses the Joneses index, while column (3) uses both variables as joint instruments. In all three cases we
ﬁnd a signiﬁcant correlation with the instrumented variable, reserves to short-term debt ratio, and
obtain signs consistent with our expectation, namely the stronger regional pressure, the higher reserve
adequacy ratio. The R2 is also reasonably large, around 14% in all three cases. These ﬁndings conﬁrm our
choice of instrumental variables. The sign and goodness of ﬁt of the distance-weighted index remain
stable when we drop outliers; that of the Joneses index is slightly weaker (see Table 18 in Online
Appendix H).
3.4.2. Two-stage least square regressions
We present in Table 5 the results of the second stage regression when the reserve adequacy ratio is
instrumented. To facilitate interpretation, we repeat our OLS results in column (1). Columns (2), (3) and
(4) respectively show the ﬁnal results of the two-stage least square procedure (2SLS) using the
distance-weighted index, the Joneses index and both.
Using instrumental variables, the coefﬁcients of interest in our regressions are not signiﬁcant any
more. This result is not very surprising, since we know that the 2SLS procedure usually yields larger
standard errors, driving down the signiﬁcance of the 2SLS estimates. For this reason, it is hard to
conclude anything in terms of bias correction and magnitude. The signs of the 2SLS estimates are
consistent with the OLS estimates, although the magnitude of the 2SLS estimates are higher, but none
of the coefﬁcients estimated through 2SLS are signiﬁcantly different from zero.24

23
One caveat: one may argue that countries in a given region have similar trade and ﬁnancial ﬂows, therefore the pattern of
their reserve accumulation may have a common component related to common growth expectations in the region. This would
weaken the exogeneity of our instruments, especially the “Joneses” index. However, we do not think that the regions deﬁned
face very similar trade shocks. For instance, in the “East Asia & Paciﬁc” region, countries like Singapore and Hong Kong may
have similarities, but those are probably not shared with Cambodia or Myanmar, that are part of the same region.
24
Considering that the corresponding Hausman test fails to reject the null hypothesis of exogenous right-hand-side variables,
we feel more conﬁdent on relying on our OLS estimates.
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Fig. 4. Depletion vs. Pre-crisis adequacy.

For robustness checks, Table 19 in Online Appendix H presents similar results when dropping
outliers from the sample. We also instrumented the reserve adequacy ratio when adding the interaction term between reserves and capital controls in the regression; results are fairly similar to that
presented above and are available upon request.
3.5. Foreign reserves: gunpowder or nuclear weapons?
We have so far seen that foreign reserve adequacy (relative to short-term debt) contributes, on its
own or jointly with capital controls, to real output growth during the recent global ﬁnancial crisis.
Table 6
Reserve depletion as a control variable.

L2.log rsv/std
L2.capital controls
L2.exchange regime index
L2.trade openness
Oil dummy
Financial center

(1)

(2)

rgdp_residual

rgdp_residual

0.729**
(0.317)
0.689**
(0.307)
0.652
(1.457)
0.0184
(0.0128)
1.561
(1.410)
5.284
(5.395)

0.752**
(0.321)
0.719**
(0.313)
0.681
(1.469)
0.0169
(0.0130)
1.179
(1.563)
4.844
(5.458)
0.758
(1.422)
1.594
(2.603)
111
0.157
0.100

Reserve depletion dummy
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

1.400
(2.575)
112
0.155
0.107

Standard errors in parentheses.
Homoscedasticity not rejected according to the White test.
*
p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Other papers (e.g. Aizenman and Sun, 2009; Dominguez et al., 2012) rather focus on reserve depletion
(i.e. use of reserves) and its impact on economic growth in the same period. These different views
reﬂect an interesting question behind: are foreign reserves ‘gunpowder’, meaning that they have to be
deployed during a war (crisis), or are they akin to ‘nuclear weapons’ - the mere existence of reserves
sufﬁces to act as a protection?
On the one hand, considered as “gunpowder”, foreign reserves can be deployed in times of crisis to
settle imports or to pay foreign creditors if market ﬁnancing is cut off. Central banks can also use
them to intervene on the foreign exchange market whenever the domestic currency is under
depreciation pressure. Reserves can, on the other hand, be a deterrent force as “nuclear power”. That
is, the mere existence of sufﬁcient reserves enhances investors' conﬁdence on a country's expected
exchange rate or its capacity to repay foreign liabilities; monetary authorities do not need to actually
deplete reserves but only to keep them visible and credible in crisis time. In fact, as explained in
Krugman (1999), a downward expectation on a country's currency would normally lead to an expected deterioration of ﬁrms or banks' balance sheet due to currency mismatch, which would ultimately results in lower aggregate investment. Cheng (2014) further proves, using a theoretical model
 la Krugman (1999), that this situation would not materialize if the central bank holds sufﬁcient
a
reserves and is committed to rescue the private sector. In this case, foreign reserves serve as a
contingent insurance depending on the expected value of the domestic currency and do not necessarily need to be deployed.
We try to bring some empirical evidence to this question here. First, we want to know whether
countries that had a larger pre-crisis level of reserves compared to short-term debt depleted more
reserves during the GFC. The scatter plot in Fig. 4 does not show a clear relationship between pre-crisis
reserve adequacy and reserve depletion during the GFC.25 This feature remains true even if we exclude
outliers. It seems like only countries whose pre-crisis reserves to short-term debt ratio ﬁts in the
middle range depleted reserve assets during the GFC; countries that had either a very high or very low
reserve adequacy ratio did not use much their reserves. Notice that in order to cover a broader range of
non-advanced countries, we use the change in the total reserve stock as our proxy for reserve depletion
during the GFC (different from Dominguez et al., 2012 who use SDDS data).
Next, we include a control variable of reserve depletion in our main speciﬁcation, Equation (1), so
that we can see whether this control variable has an effect on the coefﬁcients we estimated above. In
particular, we are interested to see whether including reserve depletion changes the coefﬁcient of precrisis reserve adequacy ratio.
For this exercise, we construct a dummy variable as a proxy of reserve depletion. It takes the
value 1 if the growth rate of reserves is zero or negative between 2008 and 2009 and the value
0 otherwise. We ﬁnd that the pre-crisis reserve adequacy ratio remains statistically signiﬁcant when
the variable of reserve depletion is added (reserve depletion itself is not signiﬁcant, see Table 6).
This result should be interpreted with caution, the depletion of reserves during the crisis being
highly endogenous.

4. Conclusion
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, a consensus developed that reserves were useful in averting, or
at least mitigating, the occurrence of crises in emerging market and developing countries. Policy
makers from these countries have apparently absorbed the lessons from this literature, as the level of
international reserves dramatically increased in the 2000s (even accepting that other motives have
played a role). The results presented in this paper suggest that the Global Financial Crisis has further
demonstrated the usefulness of reserves: empirically, the countries that held more reserves as a
percentage of short-term debt have been less negatively impacted than others, ceteris paribus. The
results also suggest that to some extent this effect is especially strong when the capital account is less
open.

25

We also tested this relationship empirically using an OLS regression. Results can be provided upon request.
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Given that reserves seem to have played a role in offsetting the effect of the crisis, it is not surprising
that the countries that depleted reserves to a greater extent are also the ones that rebuilt them more
quickly in the direct aftermath of the crisis. The IMF conﬁrms, in fact that ‘[a]uthorities in several
countries, including some advanced economies, had started focusing anew on the role of reserves in
crisis mitigation and management [… ] and even several small advanced countries have since taken a
new look at their need for reserves in relation to the international exposures of their ﬁnancial systems
(IEO, 2012).’ The behavior of post-crisis foreign reserve accumulation certainly deserves future
research.
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Appendix A. Variables used for econometric analysis.

Table 7
Key variable description.
Variable

Description

Source

rgdp_residual
rgdp_fe
rsv
rsv_std
Capital controls (cc)
Trade openness
Exchange regime index
Oil dummy
Financial center

Real GDP 09 - linear prediction from a mean 03-08
Real GDP 09 - IMF forecast in 2008Q1
Reserve adequacy ratios detailed in p.5
log(reserves/s.t.debt100)
kaopen
(XþM)/GDP100
De facto exchange rate classiﬁcation
Oil producer/exporter index
Financial center index

IMF IFS (2012)
IMF WEO (2008), IFS (2012)
IMF IFS (2012)
IMF IFS (2012)
Chinn and Ito (2006)
IMF IFS (2012)
Reinhart and Rogoff (2004)
IMF (2012)
IMF (2012)

Fig. 5. Marginal effects and predictions.
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Appendix B. Complementary results for Section 3.4.

Table 8
First stage regression for 2SLS

L2.capital controls
L2.exchange regime index
L2.trade openness
Oil dummy
Financial center
L2.distance weighted index

(1)

(2)

(3)

L2.log rsv/std

L2.log rsv/std

L2.log rsv/std

0.107
(0.111)
0.591**
(0.297)
0.0109**
(0.00447)
0.517
(0.394)
3.095**
(1.440)
0.0325**
(0.0150)

0.101
(0.108)
0.576**
(0.268)
0.0106**
(0.00440)
0.364
(0.359)
2.803*
(1.419)

0.0800
(0.112)
0.650**
(0.299)
0.0119**
(0.00467)
0.455
(0.395)
3.194**
(1.475)
0.0287*
(0.0149)
0.00209*
(0.00106)
4.646***
(0.646)
112
0.164
0.108

L2.Joneses
Constant
Observations
R2
Adjusted R2

5.749***
(0.375)
112
0.132
0.082

0.00228**
(0.00111)
5.037***
(0.679)
112
0.143
0.094

Standard errors in parentheses.
Homoscedasticity not rejected according to the White test.
*
p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Supplementary data and regression results related to this article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/
10.1016/j.jimonﬁn.2014.11.016.
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